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K-12 Educational Curriculum for Mundos de Mestizaje The History and Literary Arts Program at the

National Hispanic Cultural Center has created a K-12 Social Studies and Language Arts educational

curriculum centered on Mundos de Mestizaje, the monumental buon fresco inside the torreón on the

NHCC campus. Mundos de Mestizaje, by New Mexico master-artist Frederico Vigil, is a buon fresco

that depicts thousands of years of Hispanic identity, history, and culture in the broadest sense, from

Europe to Mesoamerica to the American Southwest. At 4,000 square feet, it is the largest, concave

fresco in North America. By engaging with the fresco, children and young adults will explore history

(including issues of identity, culture, and trans-cultural exchange), geography, civics, government, and

economics through a wide range of looking, discussing, reading, and writing lesson plans and

activities.

Overall, the goal of this curriculum is to cultivate a deeper and more complex understanding of

Hispanic/Chicanx/Latinx history and identity as well as other ethnic identities that are the result of

thousands of years of cultural cross-pollination. At the NHCC we believe that such an understanding

encourages courageous and compassionate civic dialogue and mutual respect. To learn more click

here: History and Literary Arts – NHCC Learning

80 años de tradición, la danza de matlachines is a Youtube Documentary by Yain Rodriguez on the

tradition of the danza de Matlachines. La Danza de Matlachines es una de las expresiones culturales

màs representativas del Estado de Zacatecas. El municipio de Trancoso destaca por su continuidad, y

suma 80 años de tradición, que han dado vida a màs de 12 grupos conformados y algunos en proceso.

Click here to view: 80 Años de tradicion, la danza de matlachines

Abolitionist Art Education Curriculum Guide The Abolitionist Arts Education Curriculum Guide offers

teaching artists and administrators lesson plans designed to help dismantle institutional racism,

starting in the classroom. The guide is interdisciplinary and comprised of lesson plans and videos for

classes in music, visual arts, theater, and dance. Contributing teaching artists include Austin Greene,

Ashley Renee Watkins, Belinda Seanz, and Tammie Swopes. This guide was created in partnership

with The Institute for Anti-Racist Education, led by Ashley Lipscomb, MT MDiv, and Cultural Innovation

Group LLC, led by Dr. Durell Cooper. Visit the curriculum guide appendix for helpful resources and

videos that you can use in your classroom. To view click here: Abolitionist Curriculum Guide

Alicia Alonso: Prima Ballerina Assoluta (DVD) A compilation of performances from 1963 to 1985 that

includes many of Alonso's most celebrated roles, from Giselle, Swan Lake, Don Quixote, Coppélia,

Romeo & Juliet, and others. She is joined by members of her company, The Ballet Nacional de Cuba.

Bonuses include a portion of the Black Swan pas de deux from the CBC (with Igor Youskevitch, 1958)
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and from The Bell Telephone Hour, the Pas de Quatre (with Melissa Hayden, Nora Kaye & Mia

Slavenska, 1960). Color/B&W, 74 minutes, 4:3, All regions Alicia Alonso: Prima Ballerina Assoluta

(DVD): VAIMUSIC.COM

Andalucía es Flamenco is a 5:26 film with subtitles in English

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=287gqYqLshA

An Interactive Lesson in Flamenco Palmas (TEDx Talk ABQ) The Youth Fundraising Council is made up

of students of the National Institute of Flamenco who raise money for the Institute and are, in

addition, philanthropists for the art of Flamenco. They delighted and engaged with their periodic

performances during TEDxABQ 2017. The mission of the National Institute of Flamenco is to preserve

and promote flamenco’s artistry, history, and culture by presenting the finest flamenco in the world

and by educating the American family in this art form while emphasizing the positive influence of art

on family and community. This talk was given at a TEDx event using the TED conference format but

independently organized by a local community. To view, click here: An interactive lesson in flamenco

palmas |  National Institute of Flamenco | TEDxABQ

As I Walk Through The Valley by Charlie Vela & Ronnie Garza unfolds over four decades of music in

the southernmost tip of Texas: The Rio Grande Valley. An often overlooked river-delta which recently

finds itself as a central talking-point in the national conversation about the border. AIWTTV examines

the histories and stories of musicians playing in the underground scenes throughout the decades told

by the people who lived it. As I Walk Through the Valley Film and Watch As I Walk Through The Valley

Online

At-Home with NMMA is a resource site curated by the National Museum of Mexican Art that includes

lesson plans that use pieces from the museum’s Permanent Collection to connect art with real life

narratives. Students will enjoy learning how to analyze and interpret art and learn how to personally

connect to artists and their work. The lessons were developed for the Terra Foundation for American

Art. Also included on this page are coloring sheets, online puzzles, counting worksheets, I Spy, Word

Search, and crafts. To access, click here: At-Home with NMMA

Carlos Saura Films Spanish filmmaker Carlos Saura has directed and produced several dance films

featuring the art and cultures of Spain, Portugal, and Argentina, including Boda de Sangre, Carmen, El

Amor Brujo, Fados, Flamenco Flamenco, Flamenco Hoy!, Iberia, Jota de Saura, Sevillanas, and Tango.

To see a full list of films, click here: Carlos Saura
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https://www.vaimusic.com/product/4343.html
https://www.vaimusic.com/product/4343.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=287gqYqLshA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bSBk_C_A-Ys&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bSBk_C_A-Ys&feature=youtu.be
https://www.asiwalkthroughthevalleyfilm.com
https://vimeo.com/ondemand/aiwttv/258440491
https://vimeo.com/ondemand/aiwttv/258440491
http://nationalmuseumofmexicanart.org/content/home-nmma
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0767022/
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Carmen Bizet 'Opera Carmen' in silent scenes, hand drawn by Moulen Noir. Black ink pens dance

rhythmically on white paper to the music of the grand piano. The pianist unites light and darkness;

the black and white keys reverberate, side by side. To view click here: https://youtu.be/uJkI4Ws3HT0

Celia Cruz, Latinas Talk Latinas This collection of Celia Cruz is available through the Smithsonian

Learning Lab, a space where you can discover more than a million resources, create personal

collections and educational experiences, and share your work. To view, click here: Collections :: Celia

Cruz, Latinas Talk Latinas | Smithsonian

Danzas de ida y vuelta Journey through a global story of Hispanic music and dance in this concert

honoring The Bronx, its people, and history! Enjoy a showcase of dances and songs with a live band as

you: discover how castanets, a classical and folkloric instrument, brings to life the fandango; learn

about footwork dances and their African roots; listen to a delightful vocal performance of Manuel

Ponce's famous song, "Estrellita", and more!

This concert was scheduled to be performed to a live audience outdoors at the Poe Park Visitor Center

in the Bronx in celebration of Hispanic Heritage Month; however, this year's concert was cancelled

due to the coronavirus pandemic and recorded for you to enjoy throughout the year from

Parks@Home. This program was made possible by a grant from The Bronx Council for the Arts, the

office of the Bronx Borough NYC Parks and Recreation, the Balam Dance Theater, and NYC Parks, and

is conceived by Hispanic Culture Arts co-director and mezzo-soprano, Anna Tonna, and features

performances by Anna de la Paz (Hispanic Culture Arts co-director), Anna Tonna, Carlos Fittante, Pablo

Zinger and Danny Mallon. To view, click here: Poe Park Visitor Center and Hispanic Culture Arts

Present: Danzas de ida y vuelta

DeFlamenco features event listings, reviews, and current news from the world of flamenco. Featured

writers include renowned flamenco critic Estela Zatania. To connect, click here: DeFlamenco.com.

Revista de actualidad del Flamenco

Dear Homeland (2020) Claudia Escobar’s lyrical film follows the heartfelt story of Diana Gameros, an

immigrant musician from Juarez, Mexico who is undocumented in the States. Gameros overstayed a

tourist visa in the U.S. when she was young, attended school, and now cannot return to her

homeland. She shares her pain and glory through her political lyrics. In one of her evocative songs,

“Ligerita,” which means lightweight, she croons: “aliviando mis pesares (alleviating my sorrow).” To

view click here: DEAR HOMELAND Trailer on Vimeo
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https://youtu.be/uJkI4Ws3HT0
https://learninglab.si.edu/collections/celia-cruz-latinas-talk-latinas/43qCl5D6FtJyIWHv
https://learninglab.si.edu/collections/celia-cruz-latinas-talk-latinas/43qCl5D6FtJyIWHv
https://www.nycgovparks.org/highlights/parks-at-home/poe-park-visitor-center-and-hispanic-culture-arts-present-danzas-de-ida-y-vuelta
https://www.nycgovparks.org/highlights/parks-at-home/poe-park-visitor-center-and-hispanic-culture-arts-present-danzas-de-ida-y-vuelta
https://www.deflamenco.com/
https://www.deflamenco.com/
https://vimeo.com/368302104
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Dolores Huerta Foundation - Dolores “Dolores” is a 2017 American documentary directed by Peter

Bratt, on the life of Chicana activist Dolores Huerta. It was produced by Brian Benson for PBS, with

Benjamin Bratt and Alpita Patel serving as Consulting Producers and Carlos Santana as Executive

Producer. Click here to view: “Dolores” Documentary

El Día de los Muertos Study Guide developed by the Latin Ballet of Virginia Study Guide: Muertos —

The Latin Ballet of Virginia

Gurumbe: Afro-Andalusian Memories Flamenco is synonymous with Spanish culture. Yet, since its

inception, theorists have sidelined the fundamental contribution of Afro-Andalusians to this art form.

Commercial exploitation of the American colonies brought hundreds of Africans to Spain to be sold as

slaves, forming a population which, over time, managed to gain space in a society wrought with racial

prejudices. Music and dance were a fundamental part of their expression and the most important

affirmation of their identity. As the black population began to disappear from Spain in the late 19th

century, so too did their contribution to this extraordinary art form. In Gurumbe: Afro-Andalusian

Memories, their story is finally told.

Directed by M. Angel Rosale, Spain/Mexico/Portugal/Senegal, 2016, Documentary/History, Music, 72

min, Spanish with English subtitles. Click here to view trailer: Gurumbe: Afro-Andalusian Memories -

Trailer

FLAMENCAS Mujeres fuerza y duende a documentary, directed by Jonathan González and Marcos

Medina, showcases women whose gifts drive forward the precious legacy of flamenco. Documentary

in Spanish (no subtitles) FLAMENCAS Mujeres fuerza y duende. on Vimeo

Flamencopolis is a resource site encouraging further discovery of the art form of flamenco. To learn

more click here: Flamencopolis | Descubre el Flamenco

Harvest of Empire: The Untold Story of Latinos in America (2012) Wendy Thompson-Marquez’s

feature-length documentary — which won the Imagen Award for Best Documentary Film — captures

the plight of how U.S. intervention in Latin America resulted in Latinos immigrating to the U.S. and is

based on the book by award-winning journalist Juan González. The film analyzes how U.S. economic

and military interests sparked waves of migration from the region.

Covering U.S. territorial expansion, control of Puerto Rico, the Cuban embargo, and other military

operations across Latin America the film sheds light on the truth regarding the events that led many
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https://doloreshuerta.org/doloreshuerta/movie/
https://www.latinballet.com/study-guide-muertos
https://www.latinballet.com/study-guide-muertos
https://youtu.be/YGTiVjgkcO0
https://youtu.be/YGTiVjgkcO0
https://vimeo.com/144550042
http://www.flamencopolis.com/
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to flee their homelands in search of refuge in the States. To view click here: Harvest of Empire The

Untold Story of Latinos in America

Hidden Voices: LGBTQ+ Stories in United States The Hidden Voices LGBTQ+ project was initiated to

help New York City Department of Education (NYCDOE) students learn about and honor the

innumerable people who questioned and broke the normed expectations of gender and sexuality, and

who were therefore often hidden from the traditional historical record. These individuals influenced

the social, political, artistic, and economic landscape in so many ways, and their contributions

continue to shape our history and identity. These lesson plans were developed by the NYCDOE

Department of Social Studies and Civics in collaboration with scholars and teacher curriculum writers.

To view click here: History Lesson Plans - Public Facing

Hispanic and Latinx Artist | Jacob's Pillow In celebration of all the Latinx and Hispanic artists who

have been embraced by Jacob’s Pillow since the 1940s, this playlist encompasses those with roots in

Spain, Mexico, the Caribbean, and Central and South America. Represented here are multiple genres,

with complementary and entirely distinct playlists celebrating Hispanic Heritage and Flamenco. To

view click here: Hispanic and Latinx Artist

Jovita Idar: Mexican American Activist & Journalist, PBS Documentary (11 minutes) Jovita Idar

(1885-1946), teacher, journalist, nurse, and civil rights activist, grew up in Laredo, Texas where her

family published La Crónica, a Spanish-language newspaper that exposed segregation, lynching, and

other injustices endured by Mexican Texans in the early 20th century. At a time when signs

announcing “No Negroes, Mexicans, or Dogs Allowed” were common in shops, restaurants, and other

public places, she helped organize the First Mexicanist Congress in 1911, a convention that tackled

racism and the lynching of Mexican Americans, launching the civil rights movement for Mexican

American in the U.S. She helped create the League of Mexican Women, one of the first known Latina

feminist organizations, and served as its first president. Encouraging women’s involvement in public

policy, Idar worked for women’s rights, suffrage, quality bilingual education for Mexican American

children, and an end to racism and segregation.

Interviewees: biographer Gabriela González, Associate Professor of History at the University of Texas

at San Antonio, and author of Redeeming La Raza: Transborder Modernity, Race, Respectability, and

Rights; award-winning journalist Maria Hinojosa, anchor of NPR’s Latino USA and founder of the

non-profit news organization Futuro Media. To view, click here: Jovita Idar: Mexican American Activist

and Journalist | American Masters
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https://youtu.be/5gW84cAN2Pw
https://youtu.be/5gW84cAN2Pw
https://www.weteachnyc.org/resources/resource/hidden-voices-lgbtq-stories-in-united-states-history-lesson-plans-Public-facing/
https://danceinteractive.jacobspillow.org/playlists/hispanic-heritage/
https://danceinteractive.jacobspillow.org/playlists/flamenco/
https://danceinteractive.jacobspillow.org/playlists/hispanic-and-latinx-artists/#1
https://www.pbs.org/wnet/americanmasters/jovita-idar-mexican-american-activist-and-journalist-e6zgar/15329/
https://www.pbs.org/wnet/americanmasters/jovita-idar-mexican-american-activist-and-journalist-e6zgar/15329/
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La historia de mi cuerpo. Dance as Body History Jose Richard Aviles is a second year candidate at the

Suzanne Dworak-Peck School of Social Work and Sol Price School of Public Policy at USC. With a

passion for dance, queer theory, and community organizing. Aviles choreographs in the hopes of

inspiring communities to empower themselves and advocate against oppression at large. Under the

creative direction of award-winning choreographer Marina Magalhães and Argel Rojo, Aviles piece

recalls upon the hidden stories of his body, the intangible heritage. Drawing upon the intangible

heritage, Aviles aims to inspire audience members to draw upon their stories of joy and trauma and

turn them into futures of resiliency. Jose Richard Aviles is a second year candidate at the Suzanne

Dworak-Peck School of Social Work and Sol Price School of Public Policy at USC. With a passion for

dance, queer theory, and community organizing. Aviles choreographs in the hopes of inspiring

communities to empower themselves and advocate against oppression at large. Under the creative

direction of award-winning choreographer Marina Magalhães and Argel Rojo, Aviles piece recalls

upon the hidden stories of his body, the intangible heritage. Drawning upon the intangible heritage,

Aviles aims to inspire audience members to draw upon their stories of joy and trauma and turn them

into futures of resiliency. This talk was given at a TEDx event using the TED conference format but

independently organized by a local community. To view, click here: La historia de mi cuerpo. Dance as

Body History | Richard Aviles | TEDxUSC

The Language of Tablao Join Joaquin Encinias, Artistic Director of Yjastros: The American Flamenco

Repertory Company for an in-depth look at the Language of Tablao!  In the first episode, Joaquin

recounts his formative experiences and begins to demystify some foundational elements of what

happens in a tablao. Festival Flamenco Alburquerque Tablao performance footage provided courtesy

of the National Institute of Flamenco and Incredible Films. Musical tracks in this episode used with

permission of their respective creators and the University of New Mexico Dance Program.

Film by Incredible Films. The Language of Tablao - Episode 1

La Niña de los Peines a profile on the flamenco legend Artist Profiles: La Niña de los Peines

Latino Artists on Race, Representation, and African Diasporic Culture Artists María Magdalena

Campos-Pons, Wanda Raimundi-Ortiz, and Freddy Rodriguez discuss the varied ways in which they

engage Afro-Latino themes and issues in their work. Panelists will consider whether Latino artists

bring a unique perspective to representing African diasporic people and culture in American art.

Discussion is moderated by curator for Latino Art E. Carmen Ramos. To view, click here: Latino Artists

on Race, Representation, and African Diasporic Culture
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tVZDPL6OEEw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tVZDPL6OEEw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=451Op8y5PMA
http://worldmusiccentral.org/2017/03/04/artist-profiles-la-nina-de-los-peines/
https://youtu.be/egItR7hy03o
https://youtu.be/egItR7hy03o
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The Latino List (2011) Timothy Greenfield-Sanders’ documentary features 16 prominent people from

the Latinx community in the U.S. who discuss what it’s like to be Latinx in the States. Eva Longoria,

America Ferrera, John Leguizamo, and more unveil the challenges they’ve faced, their family’s

immigration stories, the bigotry they endure, and more. These Latinx power-houses also express

meaningful messages of Latinx pride, self-acceptance, and perseverance. To view click here: HBO

Documentary Films: The Latino List

LatiNext Poetry Project #THEBOOKCHAT connected Latinx poets and teachers to bring you a series of

poetry lessons on Haymarket Books’ latest Breakbeat poetry anthology: LatiNext. To view click here:

LatiNext Lesson Plans

Latinx Art: Artists, Markets, and Politics: Arlene Dávila in conversation with Adriana Zavala This

conversation between Arlene Dávila and Adriana Zavala explores the arguments in Dávila's most

recent book, Latinx Art: Artists, Markets, and Politics (Duke, 2020). Dávila, founding director of the

Latinx Project at NYU, draws on numerous interviews with artists, dealers, and curators to explore the

problem of visualizing Latinx art and artists. Providing an inside and critical look at the global

contemporary art market, Dávila's book is at once an introduction to contemporary Latinx art and a

call to decolonize the art worlds and practices that erase and whitewash Latinx artists. This

conversation is the second of three events in a yearlong series at the Whitney focused on new

scholarship about Latinx art and culture. To view click here: Latinx Art: Artists, Markets, and Politics:

Arlene Dávila in conversation with Adriana Zavala

Latinx: Ed Morales in Conversation with Chon A. Noriega | Live from the Whitney In Latinx: The New

Force in Politics and Culture (Verso, 2018), Ed Morales considers the ways in which Latinx identity

disrupts binary thinking about race in the United States. Drawing on this research, Morales speaks

with media scholar and curator Chon A. Noriega about Latinx history and culture in the U.S., as well as

the evolution of the term Latinx and its relevance in the arts today. This conversation is the first of

three events in a yearlong series at the Whitney focused on new scholarship about Latinx art and

culture. To listen, click here: Latinx: Ed Morales in Conversation with Chon A. Noriega | Live from the

Whitney

Latinx History is Black History In this webinar, TT Staff Writer Coshandra Dillard and Teaching and

Learning Specialist Stef Bernal-Martinez will share stories and strategies for teaching Afro-Latinx

history and doing it justice. Latinx History Is Black History will clarify the confusion between race and

ethnicity, provide a historical primer on Afro-Latinx identities and review resources for teaching
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https://youtu.be/6WekyIlZ6ao
https://youtu.be/6WekyIlZ6ao
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vTy0G0oB0wxTMT5q-1AtUXADMdMKn6UGlfJNFz_ObDlebj7xzdNt7tL2WIRRZyi9TJH0pyGhb8pb1LV/pub?start=false&loop=false&delayms=60000&slide=id.gb4c969a8c9_0_166
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tItyv8odbD4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tItyv8odbD4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gtuu_A14I4s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gtuu_A14I4s
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Elizabeth Acevedo’s poem “Afro-Latina,” which beautifully illustrates this intersectional identity. To

view, click here: Latinx History Is Black History

The Latinx KidLit Book Festival is a virtual celebration of Latinx KidLit authors, illustrators, and books

for all readers and educators. The festival will open its virtual doors from December 4-5, 2020, and

present two free days of keynote sessions, Q&A events, and panels with your favorite Latinx authors

and illustrators of picture books, middle grade, young adult, graphic novel, and poetry. The sessions

are geared towards readers and educators everywhere. Everyone is welcome! The festival was created

by Las Musas, a collective of women and non-binary (identifying on the female spectrum) Latinx

picture book, middle grade, and young adult debut authors. We thank the many volunteers who have

shared our vision for this beautiful event and have given their time, energy, and talents to make it a

reality. To learn more, click here: FAQs — Latinx Kidlit Book Festival

Latinx Photography in the US: Elizabeth Ferrer with Roberto Tejada | Live from the Whitney To

celebrate the publication of Elizabeth Ferrer’s Latinx Photography in the United States: A Visual

History (University of Washington Press, 2020), Ferrer and scholar Roberto Tejada will discuss the

breadth and depth of Latinx photography. The conversation will underscore some of the artists and

movements that have defined this field and its vitality in the context of the United States. This

conversation is the culmination of a three-part series at the Whitney focused on new scholarship

about Latinx art and culture. To view click here: Latinx Photography in the US: Elizabeth Ferrer with

Roberto Tejada | Live from the Whitney

Libros for Language Libros for Language is a digital library designed to support teachers in finding and

using translanguaging books. The books on this site are examples of authors and illustrators who

incorporate LOTE (Languages Other Than English) in their work, just as all multilingual people do in

their daily lives. To view click here: https://librosforlanguage.org

LOUD: The History of Reggaeton The true story of the young people from Jamaica, Panama, Puerto

Rico and beyond who beat the odds, refused to be quiet and created an irresistible musical culture

that has kept the world dancing. Join Ivy Queen, one of the founders of the genre, for an incredible

musical story about sex, race, drugs, censorship, and of course, perreo. From Spotify Studios and

Futuro Studios. LOUD: The History of Reggaeton

Nahuatl Calmecac is a modern space for learning classical Nahuatl designed by award-winning

translator David Bowles. To learn more click here: In nahuatlahtolli icalmecauh
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https://www.tolerance.org/professional-development/webinars/latinx-history-is-black-history
https://www.latinxkidlitbookfestival.com/festival
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ocA5FzUxyHc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ocA5FzUxyHc
https://librosforlanguage.org
https://www.latinousa.org/loudthehistoryofreggaeton/
https://nahuatl.thinkific.com/
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Negotiated Frontiers In Negotiated Frontiers, photo-based artist William Camargo brings together

selections from three bodies of work that negotiate space and interrogate the artist’s positionality

while aiming to deconstruct the photographic canon. Using photography, installation, political public

performances, and community archiving, this exhibition re-evaluates a photographic history that

continuously omits or tokenizes BIPOC and Queer perspectives in the medium. The exhibition takes its

title from the essay “Negotiated Frontiers: Contemporary Chicano Photography” by Jennifer A.

González, originally published in 1995. Negotiated Frontiers

Mala Mala (2014) Directors Antonio Santini and Dan Sickles captured the lives of nine trans women in

San Juan, Puerto Rico from the streets and clubs in this powerful documentary The film follows the

transition journey of each person and how they’re all involved in the fight for equality to foster a

greater understanding of the trans community. The subjects open up to share their experiences and

the strength of embracing their truest selves. To view click here: https://youtu.be/tlr8EL-2rPY

Mario Maya Belén Maya shares about her father, Mario Maya, a revolutionary roma in his path to

reimagine Roma flamenco dance and how baile gitano can create a school and develop a philosophy

that lasts the test of time. Mario Maya - A Revolutionary Roma

Oaxacalifornia: The Return Trailer An intimate portrait of three generations of a Mexican-American

family in California, Oaxacalifornia: The Return revisits the Mejía family twenty-five years after they

were first portrayed negotiating their place in a new environment, digging deep into the complexities

of multigenerational immigrant identities and the nuances of both belonging and otherness to

become a moving epic about the fabric of this nation. To view click here: Oaxacalifornia: The Return

Trailer ENG on Vimeo

Paco de Lucía is a 30 minute film chapter of Rito y geografía del cante flamenco featuring flamenco

legend, Paco de Lucía. To view with English subtitles, click here: Paco de Lucía _ Rito y Geografïa del

cante Flamenco _ English subtitles

¡Palante, Siempre Palante! The Young Lords (1996) Iris Morales’ award-winning documentary which

aired on PBS’s POV, depicts how Latinx communities fought for economic and social justice during the

civil rights movement, Vietnam War protests, and the women’s equality movement. The Young Lords

were a militant youth group that demanded equality, access, and empowerment for Puerto Ricans

and other Latinx groups from Chicago to New York City.
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https://www.latinxproject.nyu.edu/negotiated-frontiers?mc_cid=0ee3f83e1b&mc_eid=19bc7c78cd
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https://youtu.be/MHZsOfdi2MI
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Morales utilized archival footage, interviews, and photos to showcase the activities, philosophy,

dismantling, and legacy of The Young Lords, the torturous end of the organization, and its inspiring

legacy. To view click here: ¡Pa'lante Siempre Pa'lante! - Trailer

Paper Children (2020) This YouTube Originals documentary was produced and directed by Alexandra

Codina, whose film Monica & David for HBO was nominated for an Emmy. The film showcases a

Honduran family’s experience of immigrating to the U.S. and raises awareness about the

mistreatment of unaccompanied children by the U.S. government. Annually, thousands of Latin

American children flee violence to seek asylum in the U.S. This subject is deeply personal for Codina,

whose father was part of a mass exodus of 13,000 unaccompanied children from Cuba in 1962,

known as “Operation Pedro Pan.” To view click here: Paper Children (Niños de papel) | Inside

America’s Overwhelmed Asylum System

Pioneering Visions for Access and Equity in Dance Education Forging a path for the future, the

inaugural Arnhold Institute symposium looks to seminal, Black histories that, though they have largely

been ignored, have shaped the field of dance and dance education at T.C. and beyond. Four guest

scholars will present research examining 100 years of history and celebrate two significant pioneers of

color who laid the groundwork for access and equity in the then-nascent field: Charles H. Williams

(1886-1978) & Beryl McBurnie, La Belle Rosette (1913-2000). The Symposium was originally broadcast

internationally on April 8th, 2021. The full asynchronous recording of the symposium can be watched

or you can jump to various sections. Symposium | Arnhold Institute for Dance Education Research

Progress Report: The State of the Latino Community The Latino community has had to fight

misrepresentation and barriers to educational and economic opportunities for centuries. The

coronavirus pandemic has heightened existing challenges and inequities. Join The Atlantic as we bring

together economists, scholars, policy makers, and activists for a virtual live event—Progress Report:

The State of the Latino Community. To view click here: https://youtu.be/7PLlnzKv8Yc

Rito y geografía del cante flamenco is a resource on flamenco cante accessible via YouTube. Click

here to view: Rito y Geografía del Cante Flamenco - Fiesta Gitana

Spanish Classical Piano and Castanets Flamenco and Spanish Dance Artist, JoDe Romano, produced a

CD and DVD to accompany castanet work and to instruct on the technique. To purchase, click here:

Spanish Classical Piano and Castanets CD -Spanish Dance DVD - JD01C & JD01D
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https://youtu.be/hfxMRBPjBs4
https://youtu.be/jdsPSkFXrD4
https://youtu.be/jdsPSkFXrD4
https://www.tc.columbia.edu/arnhold-symposium/
https://youtu.be/7PLlnzKv8Yc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nqbs_ppX80E&t=450&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_content=http%3A//d31hzlhk6di2h5.cloudfront.net/20191010/40/f8/5c/03/aca34e07f740738b40787ed5_560x320.jpg&utm_campaign=LPR-1-month-eblast
https://danceclassmusic.com/jd01.html
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Tales of Spain: Ensemble Español is a 30 minute lecture performance that journeys through Spain. To

view, click here: Tales of Spain

Tangos (flamenco) Music Playlist developed by Flamenco Vivo and La Lupi Flamenco Tangos Music

Playlist

The Hand That Feeds (2014) Rachel Lears and Robin Blotnick joined forces to produce this

documentary set in an Upper East Side café in Manhattan, New York. The undocumented immigrant

workers who operate the café are tired of unfair wages, poor work conditions, and abusive

management.

They band together to fight the exploitation but find limited resources due to their undocumented

status until they garner the interest of New Yorkers and Occupy Wall Street protestors. To view click

here: The Hand That Feeds | Official Trailer | America ReFramed

The Ways of the Cajón (English Subtitles) Documentary about history of the cajón and its spreading

across the world. Produced by cajón DG De Gregorio. Featuring previously unreleased music

performances by: Paco de Lucia, Rubem Dantas, Miguel 'Angá' Díaz, Piraña, Luki Losada,  Paquito

Gonzalez, Marco Fadda, Richard Galliano, Omar Sosa, Stewart Copland, Sheila E, Zakir Hussain, Renzo

Medrano Cotito, Mangüé Vásquez, Ramon Porrina, Horacio 'El Negro' Hernandez, Ojos de Brujo,

William Parker, Hamid Drake, Chano Dominguez, Los Chinitos, Diego Álvarez, Orquesta Sinfonica

Simón Bolívar. To view click here: The ways of the cajón - English subtitles

Unforgetting: A Memoir of Family, Migration, Gangs, and Revolution in the Americas (Teaching

Guide) Author Roberto Lovato has developed a teaching guide to accompany his book. To access, click

here: TEACHER'S GUIDE

Visual Arts - NHCC Learning Developing educational materials about the styles, processes, and

history of the artists and artworks represented at the National Hispanic Cultural Center. In this lesson

plan and activity collection, you will find a variety of topics to engage learners. Take a look and let us

know what you think! NHCC Learning

XCARET México Espectacular | Llévate a México en La Piel| "México Espectacular" is the night show

that brings together more than 300 artists on stage, on a journey through the history of Mexico from

pre-Hispanic times, through conquest, colonial times, independent Mexico and revolution until

reaching Mexico today. The show is presented in an atmosphere of light and original colors, with
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qXPl6AOdwCs&feature=youtu.be
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/2E7O23eP1yVFgRiHox19YU?si=06b9e03642874895&nd=1
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/2E7O23eP1yVFgRiHox19YU?si=06b9e03642874895&nd=1
https://youtu.be/DP3Y9pt-sRo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=efz3ldckaiQ&feature=youtu.be
http://files.harpercollins.com/HarperAcademic/Unforgetting_TG.pdf
https://learn.nationalhispaniccenter.org/visual-arts/
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costumes that show regional dances, representing folklore and festivities from the different states of

Mexico. This video is a very complete summary of this show that has a duration of 2 hours which is

presented every day starting at 7:00 p.m. in the imposing Gran Tlachco theater in the Xcaret Park of

Cancún Quintana Roo, Mexico. To view click here: https://youtu.be/xbNCdq5MNGc
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https://youtu.be/xbNCdq5MNGc

